
 

EUROLITE CL-7 Flower effect
Decorative effect projector

Art. No.: 51807812
GTIN: 4026397282498

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397282498

Weight: 2,70 kg

Length: 0.34 m

Width: 0.26 m

Heigth: 0.19 m

Description:

A piece of heaven!
Who hasn't already looked above to watch the clouds? They are passing the sky and inspire
due to their different shapes - a really unique sight. Now EUROLITE, in some way, takes this
sight to the club, on the stage or in your private party room. Because with its effect and mirror
wheel, our CL-7 projects colorful cloud-like patterns on the floor and on walls. And just like their
heavenly examples the illustrations are not only static, but can also pass by the eyes. There are
two versions of how the get the beams moved. Either sound-controlled or constantly rotating. By
the way, the high-quality optics, with manual focus, deliver very precise projections.

Features:

- Fantastic projections with effect and mirror wheels changing forms and colors
- Colorful flower beams
- Brilliant colors
- High-quality optics for precise projections
- Rugged housing with floor stand
- Easy operation
- Low power consumption
- Three different modes for the mirror-wheel can be selected (static, sound controlled and

rotating)

- Manual focus
- Sound-controlled via built-in microphone
- With EFP 12 V/100 W lamp
- For universal use, e.g. for discotheques, fashion parades, display windows, party rooms
- Ready for connection with safety-plug
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Technical specifications:

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

Power consumption: 110,00 W

Dimensions: Width: 28,5 cm

 Depth: 18,5 cm

 Height: 14,5 cm

Sound-control: via built-in microphone

Dimensions (L x W x H): 285 x 185 x 145 mm

Weight: 2 kg

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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